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LISTEN UP, LADIES!!! Tired of fretting over the latest in a long line of lotharios who decided that he

wasn't ready for a serious relationship -- about 24 hours after you introduced him to your parents?

Sick of not answering your phone to avoid that dream guy you met at a party who turned into a dud

after three dates? Wonder when you'll stop calling your best friend at 2 a.m. sobbing over that Mr.

Wrong you thought was so right? Well, here's the perfect cure for your many broken hearts -- an

ounce of prevention in The Boyfriend Test.Instead of hoping that your man or your relationship will

live up to your dreams, Wendy L. Walsh, a dating doyenne who has kissed her fair share of frogs,

urges you to take a long hard look at yourself, your boyfriend candidates, and couplehood--and put

you, him, and "we" to the test. The Boyfriend Test is divided into three thought-provoking sections:*

The Girlfriend Test--what's motivating you to get involved anyway? * The Boyfriend Test--evaluating

everything from his first-date behavior (is he too good to be true?) to his consistency over five dates

(ah, the truth emerges). * The Couple's Report Card--full of quick tips on maintaining a healthy

relationship.Funny and wise, The Boyfriend Test is a must-read for any woman on the brink of

starting a new romance, or on the brink of insanity from her current one!
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I am a guy; I have always been fascinated by what actually is going on in woman's mind. It seems

that a different sexual orientation is the greatest forces that can diversify thinking between two

members of the same species. This book can easily attest to that.After reading the Boyfriend Test I

was rather sad to know that this author thinks of her experience as valuable and educational to her



audience. Actually, they are educational in that they might tell women on how not to behave. The

author is a good example of a person who knows little about the dynamics of intersexual interaction.

It is not a surprise to see no PhD. following her name, which led me to speculate where whether she

gathered most of her "valuable experience" at college frat parties. However, a beautiful anchor

woman is rather a sought after mate by most men and I'm not surprised after all that Walsh

developed scars from jumping between relationships.Anyway, what most irritated me about this

book was a large number of generalities she states with outmost confidence of being correct. Is it

really bad when a guy arrives early for a date? If a guy did not have a serious relationship until past

25 does that mean that something is terminally wrong with him? My happily married psychology

professor went out on his first date when he was 24!Overall, Walsh's approach to dating was

extremely superficial. Her advice would be valuable to those women who seem to have the same

problems as her, attracting or looking for wrong men. I have many guy friends and I can tell a girl

right away whether one of my friends will be a devoted boyfriend or someone who will break her

heart. How do I know? I know because I knew my friends for a long time I and I have a good insight

into their personalities.
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